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Alan Rohrbach

From: ROHR Alert <rohralert@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, February 01, 2016 8:43 AM
To: undisclosed-recipients:
Subject: ROHR TREND VIEW

Dear Alert Service Subscriber,
We are back to being more circumspect on the MARCH S&P 500 FUTURE. Which is not to say
it will not be very interesting again soon. Yet the weakness this morning leaves it well away
from the key technical levels. Those are the 1,925-32 resistance which it found so easy to test
on Friday after escaping the lower resistance at 1,902-1,895, That lower bound which had
restrained it since it extended its rally above the major 1,865-60 area late the previous week is
now support along with that more major lower area..
Of course, the background to the current rally is the shift into a ‘bad news is good news’ recovery
within the overall bear trend. After suffering very temporarily with the Fed remaining convinced that
US inflation will continue to rise to its 2.00% target in the FOMC Statement last Wednesday (i.e. still
implying it would continue to raise rates), MARCH S&P 500 FUTURE refused to remain back down
near 1,865-60 area.
The serial support from Thursday’s more accommodative ECB press conference and Friday’s
surprise (at least somewhat) BoJ move to negative interest rates reinforced the equities ability to rally
in spite of serial weak data last week; even in the US.
Of course, much as we saw out of late September into early October, the extended weakness of
the data is the cause of a very key ‘prismatic’ shift in the Evolutionary Trend View: the degree
to which the markets now doubt the Fed’s ability to raise rates further according to its implied
schedule. Of course, that had always been suspect, even right after December’s first rate in almost a
decade.
Here’s the critical consideration today:Sit tight until the MARCH S&P 500 FUTURE drops down
to test the 1,902-1,895 support or returns to another test of 1,925-32.
[For those of you who are subscribers, see the latest Global View TrendView video analysis at
www.rohr-blog.com for more on that long term monthly chart channel trend support. It is
available to all Gold and Platinum echelon subscribers along with the Market Observations.]
NOTICE: The Rohr International, Inc. research team or its principals may already have entered
positions or have orders working based on this view.
Thanks for your interest.
This Current ROHR TREND VIEW will be available soon via the sidebar at www.rohr-blog.com
for Platinum echelon subscribers.
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